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Abstract: An underground aqueduct is usually a canal built in the subsurface to transfer water from
a starting point to a distant location. Systems of underground aqueducts have been applied by
ancient civilizations to manage different aspects of water supply. This research reviews underground
aqueducts from the prehistoric period to modern times to assess the potential of achieving sustainable
development of water distribution in the sectors of agriculture and urban management, and provides
valuable insights into various types of ancient underground systems and tunnels. The review illustrates
how these old structures are a testament of ancient people’s ability to manage water resources using
sustainable tools such as aqueducts, where the functionality works by using, besides gravity, only
“natural” engineering tools like inverted siphons. The study sheds new light on human’s capability
to collect and use water in the past. In addition, it critically analyzes numerous examples of
ancient/historic/pre-industrial underground water supply systems that appear to have remained
sustainable up until recent times. The sustainability of several underground structures is examined,
correlated to their sound construction and regular maintenance. Moreover, several lessons can
be learned from the analysis of ancient hydraulic works, particularly now, as many periodically
hydrologic crises have occurred recently, overwhelmingly impacted by climate change and/or
over-exploitation and degradation of available water resources.
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1. Introduction
Traditional underground hydro-technologies were constructed mainly for the exploitation of
groundwater in arid areas. These technologies presented major achievements in this scientific field
throughout the millennia [1]. In fact, it is difficult to investigate past underground structures and
prove their sustainability. However, an example described by Barghouth and Al-Sa’ed [2] presented an
overview on the sustainability of ancient water supply systems in Jerusalem from the Chalcolithic
period (ca 4500–3200 BC) to the present. Archaeological evidence and landscape settings showed that
the ancient water resources management in Jerusalem were based on underground hydro-structures.
Sustainable water supply facilities were erected, consisting mainly of well-developed aqueducts
or other similar underground hydro-structures, in order to supply the town and their agricultural
developments, showing that irrigated agriculture was practiced for many centuries in this region.
This analysis of ancient hydro-technology works provides valuable insight into the most significant
underground systems: aqueducts of various types, qanats and associated hydraulic structures
like cisterns, sewage systems, etc., and moreover, how they functioned. Open or tunneled aqueducts
providing transport from water sources to inhabited settlings are always the most important part
of the hydraulic system. Qanats consist of tunnels and various types of inclined galleries with or
without shafts, transferring ground and/or surface water from an aquifer and/or a spring, usually located
in a mountain ridge or at its foothills, to the lowlands, sometimes several kilometers away, for various
uses of the conveyed water [3] (All the engineering works going from underground aqueducts to
drainage tunnels and shafts/wells, down to the final function of water collection (cisterns, tanks),
belong to type A in the classification of artificial cavities, adopted at the international level by the
Commission on Artificial Cavities of the International Union of Speleology). Cisterns are among the
terminal devices of the hydraulic system intended for water storage.
Several examples from all over the world are reviewed with emphasis on durability of their
applied technologies. The general features of aqueducts, qanats, associated hydraulic structures
and their sustainability are preliminarily described below in Section 1. The chosen samples of
hydro-technology are centered around the territories of Egypt, Middle East and the Mediterranean
(plus three samples of exceptional qanat structures located in Peru, Tarim and Kerala and two samples
of very specific underground aqueducts in Cuba and Japan). They are listed chronologically in the
order of their construction. The article ends with general considerations about sustainability and
final remarks. As a whole, this review paper is organized in eight sections as follows: (a) the first
section is introductory; (b) the second describes prehistoric times from ca 3200 to 1000 BC; (c) the third
deals with the historical times until 330 AD; (d) the fourth refers to medieval times until ca 1400
AD (e); the fifth to early and mid-modern times until ca 1900 AD; (f) the sixth to the contemporary
time; (g) the seventh discusses emerging trends, future issues and challenges on sustainability; and
(h) the eighth provides concluding remarks.
1.1. Aqueducts
Aqueducts of various types were largely used by the ancient Egyptians, Greek, Roman and
Persian civilizations in order to provide water for cities, irrigating crops, drinking and for other
household purposes [4]. Their simplest version of an aqueduct is consisted ditches directly cut in to
the ground surface. Like the opened aqueducts, underground aqueducts are built at a lower level of
the water source and can run for several kilometers because the hydraulic system controls the flow,
transportation and the delivery of the water without using any other energy supply, just simply by
using gravity.
Romans built magnificent hydro-structures mainly for water supply to urban areas,
heavily influenced by Hellenic philosophy, and water supply sanitary engineering. They subsequently
applied these earlier hydro-techniques on a larger scale by constructing infrastructures serving
synchronically a great number of users and employing the advantages of their building methods
using concrete-based walls and vaulted roofing [5]. These aqueducts are among the most well-known
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and widespread types of monuments found in Rome, and a large number of them are, like the Aqua
Appia aqueduct, almost entirely underground, which protected their water supply from both enemies
and pollution.
In fact, every urban settlement needs an adequate supply of drinkable water in order to exist,
therefore, as a common policy in the Republic and the Empire, several town, village or hamlet
had its own aqueduct, wells, or cisterns bringing precious water from far away sources, at first to
the public fountains and, later, to every house. In some cases, even the most remote and isolated
Roman settlements, especially those located in arid or semi-arid areas, fulfilled their water demand
by constructing such hydro-structures, including direct abstraction from rivers and lakes, transport
by elaborated engineering works like aqueducts to the site, and cisterns for collecting surface or
rainwater [6,7].
1.2. Qanats
Qanats are traditional water-related technologies that exist throughout much of the Middle East,
extending into North Africa, Spain, Central and South Asia, as far as Peru and Japan. In the Middle East
they are called Qanat or Falaj, in Mediterranean Foggara or Khettara, in Central Asia Karez (all words
generated from the Arabic or Persian languages), in Spain Socavón or Galería, in Peru Puquío and in
Japan Manbo [8,9].
The qanats consist of large underground passageways excavated into the ground used for collecting
groundwater, transporting it to lower elevation areas and delivering it to the surface, usually in plains
with low water availability. While they appear relatively simple, these tunnels can extend for several
kilometers and require accurate planning, construction and maintenance [10]. The qanat tunnel is
excavated from the base outlet upwards into the area of the water source, where the mother well
is located, and, along the tunnel itinerary, vertical shafts are dug every 20 m to 200 m to provide
ventilation and access for the immediate removal of pollutions and for cleaning. The slope of the
underground tunnel has to be around 2 to 5 m per 1000 m in order to allow continuous water flow from
the source into the farm or city, while at the same time, minimize the erosion of its inner surface [11,12]
(Figure 1a,b). The structural dimensions of the tunnels, such as the depth of vertical shafts and the
length, can vary depending on the depth of aquifers, the topography of the relief and the geographical
and geological conditions of the area.
Even though amongst scholars the origin of these structures is still a disputable topic, most
probably qanats have been in operation in mining since 2800 years ago, in the Iranian Plateau [13].
When looking at a qanat, the system should be considered as a whole. Qanats were and are
part of a sophisticated system of management, ownership, distribution and social cooperation: all
elements that eventually allowed the entire system to operate through more than two millennia [13–15].
Unlike other hydraulic structures, shareholders managed the qanat locally, with maintenance carried
out by mutual cooperation, making decentralization of power and economy an inherent character of
the qanat technology [12].
The qanat construction involves a variety of expertise and different types of knowledge,
which makes qanat engineering a collective knowledge developed through time [14,15]. Botany is
needed to locate the position of the first main well, called the mother well, which can be detected by
the presence of phreatophytes (plants with a deep root system) or other signs. Furthermore, as qanats
are often extended structures that, where their underground itinerary, might pass through variable
geological conditions, and a sound scientific understanding of the geology, hydrogeology and the
soil of the area is necessary. This understanding involves mathematics, geometry, knowledge of
materials, architectural planning and many engineering techniques. In that way, the network of
aquifers and qanats influenced the morphogenesis of cities, villages and farms. It also affects the social
structures of the local communities, cities, public buildings and institutions, such as temples, schools
and bazaars [16–18].
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Figure 1. Qanat system: (a) sketch of a qanat transporting water from upland to lowland areas [19]; 
(b) cleaning of a 1500-year-old qanat in Syria [20]. 
In the world, until 50 years ago were still functioning around 100,000 qanat systems that by now 
have been reduced by half: 65% of them are located in East Iran, 20% in Afghanistan and the 
remaining 15% in other countries. 
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the aqueducts and utility tunnels implemented during Roman times in Italy, Spain and Athens 
(Hadrian aqueduct, ca 2nd century AD); the 16th AD aqueduct of Pylos (Greece); the 19th century 
Alvear Aqueduct at Havana (Cuba); and the early 20th century in India. 
1.3. Associated Hydraulic Structures 
These underground tunnels are usually associated alongside other types of hydraulic structures 
which allow for water access, distribution and preservation. Cisterns are quite widespread and were 
found far and wide in both the Middle East and in Mediterranean regions ever since prehistoric times, 
and in most of the ancient cities and villages of Iran, water reservoirs (‘ab-anbars’) were part of the 
whole qanat system entering the city or the village. In addition, in case of altitude difference, 
underground watermills were sometimes built to employ the qanat’s water force, and usually 
watermill owners paid the qanat owners rent which was used for maintenance of the qanat itself. 
Indeed, all these technical and social aspects should arguably be considered when discussing the 
sustainability of a whole qanat or qanat-like system. 
1.4. Sustainability 
At present, water sustainability issues are much more complicated than what was found in 
ancient times. As changes became more and more accelerated, adaptations could not evolve 
overnight and these changes took time. Three major historical eras can be identified as benchmarks 
for the historical progress in underground hydro-technology: (a) prehistoric to medieval times (ca 
3200 BC–ca 1400 AD); (b) early and mid-modern times (ca 1400–1900); (c) contemporary times (1901–
present). 
A comprehensive review of the history of underground hydro-technologies is undertaken 
herein, with a focus on sustainability. Water use sustainability refers to a use of water that supports 
the capability by part of human society to endure and flourish into the indefinite future without 
undermining the integrity of the present ecological systems and/or the hydrological cycle that depend 
on it [21–23]. Then, sustainability of water resources involves the availability of freshwater supply 
throughout periods of climate change and global warming, extreme events (i.e., droughts and floods), 
population growth and the legacy of needed supplies left behind for our future generations [21]. One 
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1.3. Associated Hydraulic Structures
These underground tunnels are usually associated alongside other types of hydraulic structures
which allow for water access, distribution and preservation. Cisterns are quite widespread and were
found far and wide in both the Middle East and in Mediterranean regions ever since prehistoric times,
and in most of the ancient cities and villages of Iran, water reservoirs (‘ab-anbars’) were part of
the whole qanat system entering the city or the village. In addition, in case of altitude difference,
underground watermills were sometimes built to employ the qanat’s water force, and usually watermill
owners paid the qanat owners rent which was used for maintenance of the qanat itself. Indeed, all these
technical and social aspects should arguably be considered when discussing the sustainability of a
whole qanat or qanat-like system.
1.4. Sustainability
At present, water sustainability issues are much more complicated than what was found in ancient
times. As changes became more and more accelerated, adaptations could not evolve overnight and
these changes took time. Three major historical eras can be identified as benchmarks for the historical
progress in underground hydro-technology: (a) prehistoric to medieval times (ca 3200 BC–ca 1400 AD);
(b) early and mid-modern times (ca 1400–1900); (c) contemporary times (1901–present).
A comprehensive review of the history of underground hydro-technologies is undertaken herein,
with a focus on sustainability. Water use sustainability refers to a use of water that supports
the capability by part of human society to endure and flourish into the indefinite future without
undermining the integrity of the present ecological systems and/or the hydrological cycle that depend
on it [21–23]. Then, sustainability of water resources involves the availability of freshwater supply
throughout periods of climate change and global warming, extreme events (i.e., droughts and floods),
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population growth and the legacy of needed supplies left behind for our future generations [21]. One of
the most significant aspects regarding the sustainability of underground water supply systems is that
many of them are—totally or partially—still functioning ever since 300 BC right up until the present,
e.g., the qanat systems in Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan, China, the UAE, Oman, Iraq, Egypt, Algeria,
Morocco, Spain, Portugal, Peru and Syria (Figure 1b).
2. Underground Hydro-Technologies in Prehistoric Times (3200 BC–1000 BC)
2.1. Ancient Egypt
In dynastic Egypt, the state administration was in charge of the water supply from beginning to end,
and samples of aqueducts for conveying surface or underground water were various, located in agricultural,
urban or religious contexts. The most ancient implementations were simply shaped open canals where
water moved by gravity: in oases and desert areas, they were used for the conveyance of groundwater
or springs to the surface for irrigation and drinking purposes. Later on, in religious sites, they were
excavated between the Nile river and the pyramids, apparently for ritual use [24].
Most impressive is the use of aqueducts in the monuments built by the Pharaohs (3100–332 BC),
who, since priests were a highly influencing caste, favored the harvest of the Nile and use of rainwater
for their temples and palaces for several uses (among which to bathe the king’s statues). Nile water was
carried through gateways and aqueducts, and clean rainwater from the pyramid sides (Each of the largest
Kuphu and Kafre pyramids could collect more than 1000 tons of rainwater per year) was held within
stone walls. Both kinds of water were finally released through underground aqueducts and stored in
groups of cisterns.
The entire surface of the Giza plateau, made mostly of limestone, was modified for such a water
harvesting functionality. Aqueducts transporting the water from the Nile to the base of Menkaure and
Khafre pyramids of the Giza pyramid site (ca 2500 BC) are shown in Figure 2. Two ducts connected
the bed of the Nile to the base of the pyramids via gateways made of huge stone leaves regulating the
water delivery; under the pyramids there were natural and artificial openings, including shafts and square,
circular and vadose-shaped water ducts (Figure 3), which led to several chambers, among which was a
huge underground cave the length of a football field. The ducts were built lower than the Nile water
surface so that the massive chamber that was located underneath would fill up with water [24].
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Figure 2. Reconstruction showing two causeways and aqueducts connecting the Nile with the Menkaure
and Khafre pyramids of the Giza complex (ca 2500 BC). The third causeway stretches from the Kuphu
pyramid out of view on the right side of the figure (view to W) [24].
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Similar hydraulic implementations ar f und in sever l sub equent Egyptian temples (Figure 4a,b),
like the Dendera temple, one of the most magnificent and best preserved temples of Egypt built around
350 BC in Upper Egypt by the last of the native pharaohs [24], and the Edfu temple, built in 237 BC in
Lower Egypt during the Hellenistic period by Ptolemy III, where an 1 km long aqueduct (or tunnel) was
constructed to deliver Nile wa er beyond the great hypostyle hall into a well (called “Nile Chamber”)
where the priests could collect holy water (Several temple sites are located on the river bank of the
Nile, so that, during floods, even in absence of aqueducts, the rise of water level can provide by itself
the direct entrance of river water to the underneath aqueduct of the temple (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The ile: (a) vie fro a temple bordering the river bank of the Nile (photo by M. Salgot); (b)
walls of a temple located near the river bank of the Nile, where the mark of the water level raise during
the river floods coincides with a passage allowing the direct water flow to the underneath temple’s
aqueduct [24].
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At the start of the Ptolemaic dynastic period (ca 305–30 BC), Ptolemy I, after the making of the
newly founded Alexandria, the capital town, built from the Nile a 30 km long waterway that, every year,
when the Nile floods from June to September, carried this water to the city and filled such an abundance
of these cisterns that the water provision could be utilized for an entire year for drinking and watering
gardens [25]. This is why, from that moment until the end of the XIX century, and almost a millennium
earlier than Byzantium (see Section 4.1), Alexandria became famously known as “city of cisterns.”
After the death of Cleopatra and the colonization of Egypt (ca 30 BC), the Romans took care of
the richest granary of the empire and renovated the hydraulic works that inherited the Hellenistic
hydraulic tradition, among which were Alexandria’s aqueducts and cisterns (Figure 5).
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In lexandria, so far ore than hundred ancient cisterns have been identified [25].
2.2. inoan and ycenaean Civilizations
The inoan civilization (ca 3200–1100 B ) of rete arose independently and ith utual
co ercial and cultural influences as ith the Egyptian and ear East cultures. ere, since the Early
Bronze ge, the co plex relief in the region pro oted the develop ent of pioneering underground
technologies for transporting ater to settle ents and palaces.
The first palaces along ith the aqueducts of nossos in rete ere constructed during the
iddle inoan period (2100–1500 B ), hen ater as carried by gravity using structures partly
built underground ith sections of open or covered channels of various di ension and length, and
included closed terracotta pipes (Figure 6). nalogue terracotta pipes in underground sections have
also been found in other inoan settle ents such as Tilissos and ournia. Increasing ater de and
and frequent earthquakes may have caused the local decline of aquifer levels, making it necessary
to transport water from longer distances [26]. It was out of necessity that the first nossos aqueducts
carrying ater fro the avrokoly bos spring e erged a distant 0.7 k a ay fro the south estern
hills an oreover, in later ti e, carrie ater even f rther stretching fro the rchanes springs
locate 10 k fro the south.
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Figure 7. (a) Steep passage-tunnel to the water cistern; (b) interior steps with scale; (c) secondary 
entrance through the external northern wall neighboring the cistern (photos by A. N. Angelakis) [30]. 
Figure 6. Plan of the excavation of a partial segment of the Minoan aqueduct in the SW surroundings
of the Knossos palace and section of the aqueduct [27].
The same kind of hydraulic techniq es were dev loped during the Mycenaean period
(ca 1600–1100 BC). One great example of the use of tunnels for drainage purposes is the 2.2 km
long Akraifnio drainage tunnel, constructed by the Mycenaeans in ca 1300 BC in order to drain the
Kopais Lake and use the drained land for agriculture. At first, 16 vertical shafts wer dug along the
axis of the planned itinerary and then, through th se shafts, a tunnel 1.8 m high and 1.5 m wide was
excavated [27,28].
In 1225 BC, in Mycenae itself (ca 1350–1200 BC), being one of the major cities of the
Mycenaean civilization, was built a water supply system, bas d on an underground cistern.
This represented highly impressive engineering fe t in which it allowed the cita l to have an
unlimited and secure water supply. This cistern was located 18 m below the surface inside the
northeastern part of the citadel and was supplied through underground pipes from a nearby natural
spring (Perseia Fountain) located outside [29]. Access to the cistern was provided from inside the walls
by a steep tunneled passage made of 99 steps paved with stones and was large enough for two people
standing side by side with the ability to move easily (Figure 7a,b). Access from outside the citadel was
provided by a secondary door that was opened from the external wall neighboring the tunnel entrance
(Figure 7c).
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3. Underground Hydro-Technologies in Historical Times (1000 BC–330 AD)
3.1. Assyrian and Achaemenid Aqueducts and Qanats
The first complex long-distance canals for water transportation were built by the Assyrian Empire
(ca 900 BC), including underground tunnels several kilometers long that for that time could be
considered a significant engineering achievement.
Under Assyrian rule, in 800 BC in Babylon was constructed a series of sophisticated and
extensive canals, and the town of Nineveh (modern-day northern Iraq) was fed by 18 water
canals dated to ca 600 BC, among which was one 65 km long (https://www.ancient.eu/jerusalem/).
However, most significant Assyrian hydraulic implementation has been the introduction of the first
documented proto-type of qanat, dated to ca 7th century BC, intended for depleting the groundwater
level for mining purposes. Subsequently, such hydro-technology was successfully applied for the
catchment and gravity transport by underground galleries of groundwater from distant aquifers to
agricultural and urban complexes. In that way, qanat systems spread in the entire Middle East, mostly
in the Iranian plateau where they still represent the main water resource of towns and villages located
in very arid environments. Its technical aspect is described in Section 1.2.
The building of aqueducts and qanats continued and blossomed under Achaemenid rulers.
They gave to the aqueduct builders and their heirs a major incentive by allowing them to keep
the earnings from newly built aqueducts for five generations. Consequently, many new settlements
were founded and the preexisting ones expanded. When, during ca 550–331 BC, the Persian Empire
spread from the Indus to the Nile, the building of aqueducts was further diffused from Mesopotamia
westward to the Mediterranean coast and southward into parts of Egypt.
3.2. Archaic, Classical and Hellenistic Greece
Underground aqueduct-like qanats, made of gently sloping and artificial underground galleries,
and which bringing spring or groundwater from mountainous water-rich aquifers to lowlands located
sometimes several kilometers away, were known in Europe since early antiquity [1,31].
Ancient Hellas had well-constructed Classical and Hellenistic aqueducts (IV–I BC) that were
restored and reused in Roman times as both water supply or sewage systems, and in some cases, they
are still in use today [32,33]. Of the several aqueducts that were built in order to bring water to the city
of Athens (Figure 8), the main one was the so-called Peisistratos aqueduct (Figure 8, #1, 2), probably
constructed during the decade from 540 to 530 BC. It was built to enable water transport from the
foothills of the Hymettos mountain to the center of the city, near the Acropolis [34]. It is estimated to be
up to 10 km long (including the final sector) and built using two techniques: most of it as a tunnel
carved 14 m below the surface and probably with shafts [33], and the rest as a canal, either carved into
the rock or made from stone masonry, with a depth of 1.30–1.50 m and a width of 0.65 m [34]. At the
bottom of both tunnel and canal, there was a pipe made of ceramic sections (Figure 9a,b).
Large stretches of the Peisistratian aqueduct were found during excavations for the construction of
the Athens metropolitan subway, and parts of it are exhibited inside the metro stations of Syntagma
and Evangelismos. The pipe modules have their ends appropriately shaped so that each could be tightly
fitted into the next; they have elliptic openings in their upper part with ceramic lids (missing today),
for cleaning and maintenance (Figure 9) and an extended distribution network of clay pipes reach
fountains at its ends. (From 1875 to date, the aqueduct has been used to irrigate the National Garden
of Athens (Figure 9b). The main features of the 12 other underground qanat-like aqueducts of ancient
Greece are described elsewhere [1].
Concerning the Aegean region, one of the earliest underground aqueducts documented is the
Eupalinos tunnel, or Eupalinian aqueduct (in Greek “Efpalinion orygma”, named after the engineer
who built it), in the island of Samos. It represents the longest tunnel and oldest aqueduct in Greece
since Hellenistic times and one of the greatest engineering achievements of ancient times. The tunnel,
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presumably completed between ca 550 and 530 BC, during the tyranny of Polycrates, was in operation
until the ca 5th century AD [35].
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It is a 1036 m long tunnel with about a 4 m2 cross section, built to serve as an aqueduct,
supplying fresh water from an inland spring to the ancient capital of Samos, which today is called
Pythagoreion (Fig re 10). The tunnel was excavated during 10 years an remained in operation until
the 5th century AD, after which it was abandoned and, ultimately, forgotten. The tunnel crossed
Mount Kastro, consisting of solid limestone, and was excavated from both ends (a fistomon, “having
two openings”, as Herodotus, History, Γ, 60 mentions) [1]. Today, it is very common that tunnels are
constructed si ultaneously fro both its openings, to reduce construction time and, inevitably, cost.
a i -tec e etic ea s a tec iq es like lobal ositioning syste s and laser rays are
used to ensure that the two fronts will meet each other precisely. One of the greatest achievements
of Eupalinos’ (Eupalinus of Megara) engineering, is that he id such job using the si ple eans
availa le at t at ti e, showing however the presence of good knowledge of geometry and geodesy [36].
A question still exists: why did Eupalinos c nstruct the tunnel instead of an open conduit along the
periphery of the ill? The question remains open a d still requires justification [1].
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3.3. Roman Aqueducts and Cisterns
Romans built magnificent hydro-structures heavily influenced by Hellenic philosophy.
They subsequently applied these earlier hydro-techniques on a larger scale mainly to urban areas for
water supply and sanitary engineering, constructing infrastructures that served a great number of
users at the same time and employed the advantages of their building methods using concrete-based
walls and vaulted roofing [5].
Concerning aqueducts (see Section 1.3), according to the historical sources, among the 11 aqueducts
that supplied the city of Rome, the first to reach the urban area was Aqua Appia in 312 BC, thanks to
the work of the censor Appio Claudio Cieco. Its overall length is about 16 km and for safety reasons
it was developed entirely underground into the outskirts of Rome for safety reasons. At diverse
time intervals, other aqueducts followed, until the most recent Aqua Alexandrina in 226 AD. All of
them are the object of wide literature [32,33,37–39]. These aqueducts brought a huge amount of water
to Rome, with the highest volume coming from the Anio Novus, transporting more than 2200 L/s of
water [40]. In the case of Rome, the hydraulic works were developed over volcanic rocks, but the
same techniques were used by the Romans to build similar structures in other areas, even with more
complex hydrogeological settings.
Referring to later imperial times, Sextus Julius Frontinus, in 97 AD, was Currator Aquarum
in Rome. He was in charge of the management of the aqueducts of the city and the distribution of their
water within the city.
Underground engineering was crucial for the protection of the water system from both pollution
and enemy incursions in Rome as well as in other Italian and European sites [41,42]. In particular,
they developed qanat-type technologies in the construction of utility tunnels for the water supply
of urban sewage systems [43], like the grandiose urban sewerage system of the sewers of Rome,
with ducts characterized of a large cross-section and still in operation, and several lesser but similar
implementations found in present in Luxembourg, Croatia, Portugal, Germany, Italy, Greece and
Spain [1,6,44–49].
The need for underground public works in order to facilitate good living conditions in communities
has existed for millennia. Utility services have been placed underground in order to achieve limited
visual impact and more protection against vandalism, adverse climatic conditions, and natural
disasters [43]. Use of utility tunnels dates back to the engineers of the Roman Empire, who try to apply
the tunnels for the sewerage systems (Figure 11). An example of this technology can be found in the
current sewers of Rome, with a huge cross-section still in use today. However, such undersurface
structures were ignored during the Middle Ages and revived only later in the mid-19th century (1855),
after the project of Haussman (a great admirer of Roman engineers) to reform the urban utility structures
of Paris was finally approved [50].
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In the ancient city of Rhodes [of which the town plan was possibly designed by Hippodamus of
Miletus (498–408 BC)], during the Roman Hellenistic period was realized an aqueduct based on an
underground network of galleries built with limestone rocks and dry-stone masonry down to a depth
of 70 m. It consists of four major tunnels of variable length, with wells (shafts) and stairs’ accesses at
intermediate distances ranging from 50 to 60 m (Figure 12).
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of the most important hydraulic works of the Roman imperial period is the Hadrian Aqueduct,
built in Athens during ca 2nd century AD and is still functional today. Its construction was started
in 125 AD by the Roman Emperor Hadrian and completed in 140 AD by his succes or [51] mostly
for the improve ent of the wa er supply for the anci nt city, and then to provide wat r to the new
Roman-neighborhood near the Olympeion Sanctuary [32]. The 25 km long tunnel was co structed
from the foothills of M unt Parnitha, had second ry bra ches as the one on the region of Mount
Pendelikon (Figure 8, #5–7), and was instilled with 465 wells (shafts) approximately 35–50 m apart
(Figure 13a,b). Water was t ansported by gravit until he foothills f Lycabettus, wh re it as stored in
a stone-built terminal cistern of about 500 m3 [25], which originally might have been larger conside ing
the architectural reconstruction of the b ildi g. Significant parts of the tunnels are located at depths
gre r than 20 m, and thus, besides the original spring wate s, it could receive groundwater from
aquifers along its route (Figure 8) as well as through its side branches.
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The Hadrian Aqueduct and its end-of-the-pipe cistern operated properly only for a few centuries,
until the Ottoman Empire, when the cistern collapsed and the Athenians turned to the alternate
construction of wells of private domestic wells (In the late 1700s the aqueduct was decommissioned
and the stones of the ruined terminal cistern were used for the fortification of Athens by the tyrannical
Ottoman governor Hatzi-Ali Haseki [50]. During late Ottoman rule, some sections of the aqueduct
were repaired for feeding few fountains and irrigating the vineyards of the city center.).
Only after 1847, under the newly established Kingdom of Greece, the aqueduct started to
be repaired, cleaned and progressively exploited. By the end of ca 19th century AD, several underground
sectors were reactivated and the terminal cistern rebuilt (Figure 14a,b). As a result, starting from 1930,
the population of the Chalandri suburb of Athens was collecting clean fresh water from the aqueduct
shafts once again.
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All over the e pire, in order to preserve the highest a ount of runoff, the surface-running water
caught by canal syste s was stored in underground cisterns [52,53]. Cisterns had an average size of
around 10 by height and 3– per 5 by plan (Figure 15a), typically bell-shaped or, less frequently,
cone-shaped. They housed a central square opening on the upper rock above the cisterns to collect water,
and then a hollow at the bottom for the settling of impurities and periodical cleaning. Furthermore,
they were usually coated with plaster to make them waterproof.
In the editerranean region, one of the largest Roman cisterns is the Piscina Mirabilis (Figure 15b)
located in Bacoli (Phlegrean Fields, Southern Italy) [54], where the water supply syste as the
ancient aqueduct Serino, dating back to 33–2 BC, and its floor plan size of 27 by 72 and depth of
15 corresponds to a capacity of 10,700 3 [55]. Other re arkable Ro an cisterns are the s aller
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cistern located above Piscina Mirabilis (Figure 15c) and the one of Ilici (now Elx, in Spain, 125 BC)




Figure 15. Roman cisterns in Mediterranean region: (a) common cistern at Grottaglie, Apulia; (b) large 
cistern Piscina Mirabilis at Bacoli, Campania; (c) cistern located above Piscina Mirabilis; (d) square 
stone cover of the cistern at Ilici, Spain [56]. 
During the Late Roman period, possibly under inspiration of the Middle East technology, one 
of the earliest samples of a qanat-like aqueduct system was introduced in a distant oasis of Egypt. 
Discovered in 1905 at Ain Umm Dabadib, in the Kharga Oasis of the Western Desert, it consists of 
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Figure 15. Roman cisterns in Mediterranean region: (a) common cistern at Grottaglie, Apulia;
(b) large cistern Piscina Mirabilis at Bacoli, Campania; (c) cistern located above Piscina Mirabilis;
(d) square stone cover of the cistern at Ilici, Spain [56].
During the Late Roman period, po sibly under inspiration of the Mi dle East technology, one
of the earliest samples of a qanat-like aqueduct system was introduced in a distant oasis of Egypt.
Discovered in 1905 at Ain Umm Dabadib, in the Kharga Oasis of the Western Desert, it consists of
seven twisting and turning underground aqueducts developing for total 14.3 km and conveying by
gravity the water of the wadis and ephemeral aquifers to agricultural fields. One of these ducts is a
tunnel around 3 km long carved into solid sandstone at a depth of 40 m, with sectioning starting from
0.6 m width by 1.5 m height and ending with 1.5 by 0.75 m, and the gallery itinerary provided a ce s
holes and air vents every few meters for maintenance and clearing fro sand fi ls. In 1905, it was sti l
supplying around 2 L/s and is orking, unda aged, until no [24].
3.4. Petra
Most significant for its unique hydraulic engineering system is the complex of urban cave buildings
discovered in 1812 AD in the hot desert region of Petra (present Jordan) (Figure 16). Its construction
started in the ca 3rd century BC under the Nabataeans, blossomed under the Roman Empire as its
main center of the regional trade route (with population peaking to 20,000 inhabitants), and then faded
during the ca 4th century AD. The architectural complex fulfills the function of a rich urban trade town
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as well as the function of rain-water harvesting system. The investigated hydrological structures were
supposed to serve the purpose of controlling the impact of wadis’ flash floods and of water harvesting
in order to cope with prolonged drought conditions [57–59].
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4. Underground Hydro-Technologies in Medieval Times (ca 330–1400 AD)
4.1. Byzantium
The majority of aqueducts b ilt in Me ieval times followed the same paths and used the same
structures that were previously built a d used by past civiliza ions (For example, the analysi at national
level of the Italian underground aqueducts [43] pointed out that during the Byzantine-Medieval period
of ca 7th-14th century AD very few aqueducts were built anew, whilst the greatest majority were the
result of Greek and Roman works predating the 6th century AD). In fact, in many different civilizations,
knowledge fr m the past was kept alive and helped to plan and realize new hydr ul works in
different environmental and political situations.
An example is the hundreds of cisterns that were successively built, and renovated and that
memorialized in the town of Constantinople-Byzantium-Istanbul. The most famo s and majestic
among them is the Bas lica Cistern, an underground hydro-structure located 150 m southwest of the
Hagia Sophia on the historical peninsula of Sarayburnu, built in the 6th century during the reign of
Byzantine Emperor Justinian I and continuously operative. It has the size of an underground cathedral,
with a chamber of 138 by 65 m (about 9800 m2) that can hold 80,000 m3 of water (Figure 17) [56],
and its ceiling is supported by a forest of 336 marble columns, each 9 m high, arranged in 12 rows
of 28 columns with mutual distance of 5 m. The capitals of the columns are mainly in Ionic and
Corinthian styles with engraved motives, with the exception of a few in Doric style with no engravings.
This famous underground hydro-structure is still operating today [56].
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4.2. Crusaders
Another example of Medieval transmission of past knowledge of underground water structures is
the Shobak Castle in Jordan (Figure 18), also called Crac de Montréal. This structure is famously known
as the Great Crusader’s castle, as described by the Arab chronicler Fadhel [60]. The monumental fortress,
built in 1115 by Baldwin I of Jerusalem, is literally an architectural archive spanning at least 1600 years,
covering the Roman-Byzantine, Crusader-Ayyubid, Mamluk and Ottoman periods. For centuries,
especially from the 12th to the 16th AD, it played a key role in controlling and connecting land
communication, placed at a vital crossroad for the entire Mediterranean Near East, where Great Syria
met Arabia and Egypt.
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ca ate a st ep gradien tu nel of 375 steps down to a depth of 50 m, leading to a cist rn fed
by a nat ral subterranea spring. The subterranean spring will emerge bey nd the fortress walls
fr m the foothill 170 m south, which explains hy it wa and is called Ain l Ragaye, meaning
“the chameleon”, lik ly eferring o its changeable aspect before and after the emergence, as t
y ous ca ouflaging re tile. The tunnel as realized fo lo ing a helical section t at, it
si ific t ei t r i a s a l s ace [61], a lo ed to reach the spring fro the fortified structure,
i reasons during sieges. As in other underground hydraulic works excav ted in
carbonate rocks affect d by karst processes [46], it is likely that some f the sections at the Shobak tunnel
were due to natural dissolution of carb nates a d the included in the tunn l. The excavations of this
for ified si e greatly illustrate the capabilities of wa er search and collectio in an arid enviro ment,
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moreover in extreme conditions as it might have been a siege or a military occupation, capabilities
certainly inherited from past experiences in nearby sites and/or from previous civilizations.
4.3. Puquios of Nazca (Peru)
The following medieval hydraulic structure on our list is located at the antipodes, on the Pacific
coast of Peru, and deserves mention by being a quite peculiar qanat-type aqueduct, product of the
Nazca civilization. The Nazca civilization is without a doubt one of the most enigmatic ancient cultures
of the Americas. It developed in the southern coast of Peru between ca 100 BC and 800 AD, in the
intermittent drainage of the valleys of the Rio Grande and Ica river basins, i.e., one of the driest and
most arid deserts on the planet [62]. Here has been designed and implemented an underground
waterwork known as puquio: basically a qanat-type tunnel gathering groundwater from a dry riverbed
and transporting it by gravity to houses and agricultural fields (Figure 19a–c) [63].
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In the asca region, there have been 46 such syste s docu ented, of hich 32 (70 ) still are in
use today [65,66]. A ong the , the ost fa ous is the Cantalloc (Cantayo) puquio, located 4 km east of
the town of Nazca, dated to ca 2nd–7th century AD, and ade of a gallery 350 long provided of
22 spiraling 8–10 deep shafts and then ending as an open canal surrounded by fields (Figure 18).
Si ilar structures are built along the Taruga and Las Trancas seasonal streams, located respectively 10
and 17 km south of Nazca [67–69]. The building material, besides a few Huarango trunks for roofing, is
mainly stone: small- and edium-sized alluvial rounded boulders from the river bed. Such a spiraling
stepped conical shape is required for stabilizing the walls of wells, due to the kind of building material
and the seismic character of the region, and for easing access to obtain the water.
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4.4. Karez of Central Asia
Karez (in Persian, an earlier version of the word qanat) is the name given in Central Asia to
a subterranean water works intended for the resurgence of aquifer water to the ground surface.
Its implementations are found in the arid contexts of Central Asia from the ca 7th century AD to
present times. However, where the karez structures of East Central Asia (Turpan basin) are synonymous
of real qanats consisting of artificial tunnels several km long and shafts, the karez of West Central Asia
(Uzbekistan, South Kazakhstan) consist of relatively short lines of wells between which the water
transport happens by infiltration and micro-artesian piezometric pressure [4].
The karez of the Turpan basin (Tarim, Xingjiang, China) are systems of classic qanat structures
spanning for 50–60 km between the upper pre-mountain zone (900 m asl) of the Bogda-Ula mountains
to the north and the second deepest depression of the world (Aydin lake, −154 m asl) to the south
(Figures 20 and 21). During the rainy season, the water flows from the mountain to the plain where it
infiltrates the ground and recharges the local aquifer systems.
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Bogda-Ula mountains. In the last 50 years, the number of karez active systems decreased from 1000 to
480 [70].
Referring to archaeological data and oral accounts, the appearance of karez in the Turpan basin
dates back to the import of the qanat technology from Middle East, in two waves: the first wave
during the Uyghurian Huihe dynasty (790–1755 AD) and the second after 1755 AD during the Qing
Chinese dynasty.
The typical Turpan karez system consists of a sloping underground gallery averaging 3–5 km in
length (max up to 25 km) between an aquifer and the terminal resurgence, along which are vertically
dug around 1500 wells averaging depth of 20 m. (decreasing from more than 100 m. on the hill sides to
2–3 m in the valley bottom) and mutual distance of 25 (decreasing from 70–30 to 20–10 m).
In 1950, such systems were in number of 1084 (with the total development of the lines counting
over 5000 km and the total depth of the wells 3000 km) and provided a total water discharge of 700
million m3, enough for watering 24,000 ha of farmland. In 2003, the number of systems more than
halved to 446 and the water discharge diminished by four times to 170 million m3, enough to support
just 8800 h of farmland. The contraction of the total number of karez systems has been caused by the
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general drop of the aquifers’ water table that followed excessive water subtraction; and the decrease of
functionality could not be inverted in spite of the additional drilling of around 5000 deeper wells.
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In spite of the fact that the Turpan karez system represents a very sustainable way of water
harvesting, under present conditions it is sentenced to dry out in a short time. Its restoration can only be
implemented by considering the total hydrological system of the depression (precipitation, evaporation,
infiltration, water table) and respecting sustainable values of groundwater subtraction [70].
5. Underground Hydro-Technologies in Early- and Mid-Modern Times (ca 1400–1900 AD)
Here, we focus on three most sustainable underground aqueducts during early- and
mid-modern times.
A quite characteristic example of an underground water supply structure, which sustains its
functionality up until the present, is the original section of the 18 km long Ottoman aqueduct of
Pylos (Peloponnese, Greece), built in the 1630s [71] as a military structure that provided water to the
Niokastro (New-Navarino) castle located 43 m asl above the entrance of the bay. An initial subterranean
conduit (Figure 22) (constructed underground, probably for safety and hygienic reasons) conveys the
water of Chandrinos spring to the following 18 km long surface aqueduct. Due to its importance,
sound construction and regular maintenance, it keeps functioning even now. The local farmers have
opened several holes along its path to irrigate their crops and named it “suyelo”, a name deriving from
the Turkish term su yolu (water path) [71].
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At the original Pylos aqueduct, in the mid-19th century the preexisting turbes (small domed spring
water catching construction) was replaced by an improved—and definitely sustainable—water-catching
underground structure made of a tunnel and two terminal tanks (Figure 22) from where, until the early
20th century, water was pumped into a modern pipeline supplying the town of Pylos.
Another remarkable evidence of underground hydraulic structure of this period is the aqueduct
“Madonna della Stella” in the territory of Gravina in Apulia, southern Italy (Figure 23a,b) [72].
The building of the aqueduct is attributed to the Orsini family that governed this section of Apulia at
that time [73]. Its construction started in 1743 and was accomplished between 1743 and 1778, result of
the reconstruction of a preexisting viaduct of which the existence was first documented by historical
sources in 1686 but postulated dating back to the Roman period [74,75]. Over 3500 m long, it is one of
the best preserved underground man-made structures for collection and transport of water resources
in southern Italy, draining the waters issuing at the contact between Plio-Pleistocene calcarenites and
the overlying clays, with clear differences in permeability [45]. A number of inspection wells go down
to a system of underground galleries developing at different heights. Close to the town, a spectacular
bridge-canal was built across the torrent, in order to send the waters with pressure to the fountains
located in town [72].
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after a 3.5 km-long course of the underground aqueduct “Madonna della stella”; (b) view of a segment 
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In Anatolia, under Ottoman rule, the construction of nomads’ cisterns increased significantly. 
Koyuncu et al. [76] refers that just in Antalya (Anatolia, present Turkey) around 110 cisterns of 
nomadic type have been documented, presenting different construction techniques: cisterns with 
wells, cistern-wells with staircases, cisterns with gable roofs, with vaulted/cupola, fed by spring or 
short aqueducts; etc. Most of these cisterns are today still in use, mainly in order to supply water for 
the livestock [77]. 
A special type of circular shaped cistern emerged during the 16th and 17th century in rural areas 
of the southwestern Anatolia regions, originally built for military purposes by the Ottoman Army 
[56]. Their standard type is built on a superstructure about 7 m in diameter, 1–2 m high and covered 
by a domed roof with height about one third of the diameter, and a substructure a few meters in 
depth with stairs that descend to the cistern bottom (Figure 24) [56]. 
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In Anatolia, under Otto an rule, the construction of no ads’ cisterns increased significantly.
Koyuncu et al. [76] refers that just in Antalya (Anatolia, present Turkey) around 110 cisterns of
no adic type have been documented, presenting different construction techniques: cisterns with wells,
cistern-wells ith staircases, cisterns with gable roofs, with vaulted/cupola, fed by spring or short
aqueducts; etc. Most of these cisterns are today still in use, mainly in order to supply water for the
livestock [77].
A special type of circular shaped cistern e erged during the 16th and 17th century in rural areas
of the southwestern Anatolia regions, originally built for military purposes by the Ottoman Army [56].
Their standard type is built on a superstructure about 7 m in diameter, 1–2 m high and covered by a
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domed roof with height about one third of the diameter, and a substructure a few meters in depth with
stairs that descend to the cistern bottom (Figure 24) [56].
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vulnerable to collapse, plants and animals spreading into the cavities and, as a whole, sustainability
problems more redicent. But the main threat is an excessive drainage from the aquifer system during
the monsoon season, driving to waste and lowering of the water table, which can decrease to zero
in case the raining season is too short. This explains why the total number of surangam, formerly
counted at 5000, is today progressively decreasing [78].
One impressive underground aqueduct in use today is the Alvear Aqueduct. It was built in the
early 1900s by Spanish military engineers to address the water shortage in Havana, Cuba (Figure 26a,b).
The size of the canal is 2.4 m depth and approximately 2 m width, its slope is 1/5000, its discharge
1.67 m3/s and can be increased up to two times [79].
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Building an underground dam can b cons dered as an option to ov rcome the problems of
overexploitation of water through deep wells, which could cause the decline of the water table
and make its extraction not financially sustainable. In fact, underground dams block the flow and,
in that way, improve groundwater storage in the aquifer (Figure 27a). They can also divert the flow
below the ground level [80] and feed neighboring aquif rs as well as preve t marine int usion, after all
expanding water resources [81]. There is some evidence of using underground dams in Roman times
in Sardinia [46] and North Africa [82] and also during the 18th century in Arizona [81]. However, the
real development of subsurface water dams began during the 20th century, especially in its last few
decades [81]. Famous is the Fukuzato Underground Dam, located in Okinawa, Japan (Figure 27b),
with a dam wall of a length of 1790 m and a height of 27 m. The retained water is pumped by using
more than 80 wells for the irrigation of sugarcane fields above the dam [83,84] and can also act as
additional sustainable water resources for urban development.
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We conclude our review of historical aqueducts with the case of a modern implementation
intended for the experimenting the use and sustainability of new building technologies. In the 1980s,
the European Union (EU) financed a great research project on municipal engineering involving Italian,
Spanish and French companies (Eureka EU 40) [43]. The goal was to develop a utility tunnel for
the future use, and its major achievement was employing a robot for installing and repairing the
utility tunnel, being that the size of the space required for a robot was much smaller than that the
one needed for human workers. The implementation was cost efficient and reduced the initial costs
in the utility tunnel cross-section. However, the working conditions inside the tunnel were difficult
and eventually increased the maintenance charge. Although nowadays this new method looks like
science fiction, perhaps in the near future urban engineering will adopt solutions which would include
drilling robots (Figure 28a,b). These technologies follow trenchless technologies for installation of
underground infrastructures systems, as these have become more prevalent over the past 10–20 years.
These robots are a part of the roBot for Autonomous unDerGround trenchless opERations, mapping and
navigation (BADGER) project. The goal of the project is the design and development of the BADGER,
an autonomous underground robotic system that can drill, maneuver, localize, map and navigate in
the underground space, equipped with tools for constructing horizontal and vertical networks of stable
bores and pipelines. The proposed robotic system will enable the execution of tasks that cut across
different application domains of high societal and economic impact, including trenchless constructions,
cabling and pipe installations, geotechnical investigations, large-scale irrigation installations, search and
rescue operations, remote science and exploration, and defense applications [85]. The underground
robot consists of a number of modules united by mechanical couplings that give to it flexibility
and mobility, i.e., a mechatronic system that allows the drill-head to move and turn in all directions
and at all angles with maximum maneuverability, meaning, the robot can turn and maneuver in open
and closed angles, whenever needed [85].
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7. Emerging Trends and Future Issues and Challenges on Sustainability
Social, hydrogeological and geotechnical aspects make the operation of underground aqueducts
throughout the centuries possible, up until the present [86]. An important number of underground
aqueducts are still in operation, particularly in Iran, where 37,000 active qanats have been registered [87].
The lessons that can be learned from older aqueducts should be employed to improve the efficiency of
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present and future structures. The material used for the construction of the underground aqueducts
can be replaced/boosted using new materials for refurbishing the old aqueduct projects. This can be
considered an improvement to the stability of underground facilities [86]. However, any improvement
in relation to this aspect must be properly studied and examined, because the efficiency cannot be
considered as the mere goal for any technological improvement. In addition, other sustainable-related
criteria, which allow for endurability of the whole system, the existing ownership, management
regimes, and social, cultural and economic interdependencies, are of utmost importance.
Nowadays, modern techniques represent an advanced reliable assessment of the geotechnical
situations by evaluating losses occurred, failures mechanisms and weak formations. In addition,
employing physical models (i.e., small-scale facilities) and computer simulations can help engineers to
have quantitative monitoring, especially during operation processes, to minimize unpredictable risks.
Besides these quantitative assessments, the qualitative understanding of each specific context is very
important. Accessing or transporting water is not purely a technical problem, and involves a variety of
sciences, disciplines and technologies [12].
Application of any new technology means interacting within the existing social and managerial
system of water. For example, during World War II, many qanats were replaced by deep wells,
introduced to Iran by the Allied Armies. The premises of this introduction were multiple. As scheduled,
it was more efficient (more water is obtained faster) to get water from a deep well than from a qanat.
The deep wells were a separate matter from topography and soil conditions. They could be built
with fewer constraints and without using local materials or local labor. However, they might result in
degrading water sources and emptying the aquifers. Notably, the change from qanats to deep wells
represented a complete shift in the management of the territory. It was a shift from a collective legal
act in qanat’s cooperative managerial system, to exploitation according to individual interest [88].
Governments and stakeholders could have a crucial role by giving financial aid for the dredging
of qanat systems, supervision of digging new wells and groundwater exploitation, compilation of
rules concerning renovation and conservation of qanat systems as sustainable hydro-structures for
water resources management. Such endeavors will guarantee the life of these ancient underground
hydro-technologies [89].
Most of the ancient underground aqueducts were built to deal with water-related challenges such
as dry climate, droughts, floods, water shortage, etc. Therefore, the problems regarding global warming,
climate change and water crisis may shape future trends in sustainability of aqueduct technology.
There would be many ways to develop and maintain ancient underground aqueducts if applicable
solutions to repair and fix their stability problems could be found, and the sustainability of these
structures would be worthy for our future generations [86].
8. Conclusions
Sustainable use of water resources seems to have its roots in many ancient civilizations, as evidenced
by their advanced technological water achievements, indicating the use of sophisticated management
technologies such as underground aqueducts. Using these aqueducts was the only way to collect and
convey water to populated or irrigated areas, since at that time drilling or pumping was not possible.
A brief historical development of underground hydro-structures from prehistoric times up to
the present has been presented. These unique structures have allowed humans to live in arid and
semi-arid regions for over 5000 years. These hydraulic structures certainly provide evidence of social,
political, and economic conditions, and most likely their durability and sustainability, of the various
periods of human history.
Due to their importance throughout history, such structures were not only well built and
therefore durable, but also had regular maintenance even many centuries after their original construction.
In addition, several of the underground aqueducts, besides the typical conveyance of spring water,
passed through known aquifers, which increased by abstraction of their supplying capabilities.
The combination of these factors contributed thoroughly to the accumulation of sustainable
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characteristics of the underground aqueducts. Moreover, the given protection, since they
were underground, increased their ability for continuous operation through centuries.
Currently, even though there are numerous engines and industrial products to support
water supply, engineers typically consider the useful period of hydro-structures is approximately
40–50 years, based upon economic and environmental considerations. It is difficult to infer the design
principles of ancient people in terms of durability of structures. Nevertheless, it is notable that several
ancient hydraulic works, such as underground aqueducts, have been operating for very long periods,
sometimes until present (For example, as mentioned in Section 3.2, the Peisistratean aqueduct in
Athens has been in operation since the 6th century BC. In addition, the case of the Hadrian’s aqueduct
in Athens, which supplied the modern city for over 100 years, only relying on regular repairs, is a
remarkable example of an ancient sustainable underground aqueduct well exploited by 19th and 20th
century engineers [49]). There are also some investigations claiming that underground aqueducts,
and particularly qanat systems employed in historical times, have a potential to serve as models for
sustainable water supply systems today [3,4,12,44,90–92] (The forthcoming project of the Athenian
Water Supply and Sewerage Company (EYDAP), to use water from the Peisistratian aqueduct of the
6th century BC to irrigates the National Garden since mid-19th century and thereafter the 2nd century
AD Hadrian’s underground aqueduct to irrigate parks and gardens in Athens, is a sound evidence of
the sustainability of such structures.)
Overusing groundwater resources to supply water, due to increasing demand of population
especially in arid and semi-arid regions, results in deterioration of aquifers, as well as environmental
issues including land degradation and water quality problems [73,93–95]. Unfortunately, nowadays,
most of the societies in arid and semi-arid regions tend to abandon the historic underground aqueducts,
particularly in favor of modern technologies [96]. However, some of these ancient underground
aqueducts (e.g., qanats) are gravity-flow- and environment-friendly and can be still usable in regions
facing water shortages [2]). One of the advantages of qanats is their equity, for which multiple
stakeholders can have access to the same amount of water. They can also serve for sustainability of
ecosystems against urban infrastructure proposals [97]. Therefore, considering global warming and
inequity to access water resources resulting in a water crisis, ancient aqueducts and particularly qanats
should be taken into account and viewed as lessons to be learnt about how to find successful solutions
for sustainability and resiliency of water management in the future. Protection, revitalization and
reconsideration of historic and utilizable water acquisition systems as smart technologies and social
friendly solutions would help for the sustainable usage of water sources [97].
Although there are some attempts by governments and NGOs to protect ancient aqueducts as
heritage monuments, many actions are still needed to increase the knowledge and awareness of
local societies on the importance of historic water structures, their sustainable values and the need to
safeguard them in facing different challenges of modernization. Most of the antique underground
aqueducts are not only physical buildings, but also social lifestyle and cultural frames, which have
remained a memento on our planet for future generations.
In conclusion, the study of ancient underground aqueducts represents definitely an exciting
challenge that may open new lights toward the capability of man to collect water in the past and,
more generally, to work toward a sustainable use of our natural resources [98]. Further, since we
periodically experience hydrologic crises, often related to over-exploitation and degradation of water
resources, and climate changes as well, several lessons may be learned from the analysis of ancient
hydraulic works [99]. Water supply management is an extremely delicate matter, and deficiencies in
such an issue have always been a recipe for disaster, because of the direct and cyclic nature of the
routes of transmission of waterborne disease [100].
The traditional underground hydro-technologies should be taken into account, not only as ancient
artifacts, but also as potential models and structures for sustainable water management for the present
and leaning toward the future. A crucial factor in sustaining historical underground aqueducts
depends on placing a premium on ancient approaches and methods that have shown to be functional
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and successful, particularly in arid and semi-arid regions [56]. The traditional aqueducts were built
based on easy control, simplicity, and required uncomplicated operation. These characteristics have
made them more sustainable. It is notable that the design and operation of some of them were
enormously successful, analyzing these systems even by today’s standards. It is worth mentioning that
the fundamental concepts of the environmental conservation and protection of energy and mass did
not exist at the time, but these ancient systems were already built for the acquisition of sustainability of
our water resources.
The looming water crisis across the world should be faced by using ancient knowledge and
technologies inherited from history, in addition to modern day achievements [101–104], to deal with
water scarcity, especially in developing countries. The use of qanats and cisterns can be implemented
nowadays, especially where these systems are lacking, in order to strive for the sustainability of water
resources [56].
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